
 
Control Video (CV) - explanation 

 
In a live lesson I give a piece of advice and the student tries immediately to apply it. 
Sometimes it’s not so simple. In a video/text lesson, the CV is used to check (when 
necessary) if the student’s work is progressing in a good direction. My corrections of 
that CV will finish the lesson. 
 
The idea of the CV is to avoid you work in a wrong way. So it should NOT be a 
RESULT of your work, but a spontaneous test(s) in order to know HOW to work. This 
is why I give a 24h limit for sending the CV. Above all don’t work deeply anything 
without my correction or confirmation. 
 

1. A CV should be short (but at least 1 minute long as shorter videos on 
YouTube are very inconvenient to control), because this is not a new lesson, 
but a supplement, a punctual verification. 

2. It should come as soon as possible (if you can, of course) because you risk 
to practice in a wrong way. 

3. It isn’t necessary to play perfectly in a CV - this is just a trial, a sketch. If I 
approve it (or correct sth), you can apply it quietly till the next lesson.  

4. So just when you have a few minutes free, practice a little bit and record the 
CV. 

 
By the way, you can ask yourself for a CV if you are not sure to follow my advice 
correctly. 
 
 
 
From Terms and Conditions of Sale Online (TCS): 
 
3.5. IMPORTANT! The answer to the questions, mentioned in point 3.4, in no way 
constitutes a second lesson. The Professor’s comments will only apply to the prior 
instructions. This offer expires in 24 hours after the Professor has sent the 
instructions for the lesson. 
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